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OPERATOR

Good afternoon, you're through to Greater Manchester
Police how can I help?
LAVERY
Hi ... I'll just explain the circumstances. I'm, my names
John LAVERY, former GMP officer, 11319 was my
shoulder number. I now work for Showsec, who obviously
run the stewarding operation at the Manchester Arena.
OPERATOR Yeah
LAVERY
I've got one of the Showsec casual staff with me who
witnessed the bomber enter the premises on Monday night
and detonate himself. He needs to ... I've got him with me.
I need him to speak to the police obviously.
OPERATOR Yep, one moment. What's this chap's name?
LAVERY
His name is Ali, AL I. Agha, Alpha Golf Hotel Alpha
(inaudible)
OPERATOR Can I have a contact number for Ali please?
LAVERY
_VY_o.?.t§_your phone number mate?
(unidentified L. ____ _l?.!'_~---·-·j
person)
i-·-·-·-·-·-ffPA·-·-·-·-·-i
LAVERY
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-!
OPERATOR Yep
(unidentified [j5-i:'A~J
person)
LAVERY
! DPA i
OPERATOR Uh huh
(unidentified C_j5-"~~--~J
person)
LAVERY
Pardon
PA·-·-i
(unidentified i-·-·-ff
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-'
person)
LAVERY
[:~:gf~~J
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
;
OPERATOR ! DPA i
LAVERY
Yep
OPERATOR Ok he says that he saw the bomber before he detonated?
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LAVERY
OPERATOR
LAVERY
OPERATOR
LAVERY
OPERATOR

LAVERY
OPERATOR

He's been standing right beside the bomber who has gone
past him and detonated outside the City Rooms doors.
Right ok. And he's happy to speak, happy to speak with us
yep?
Sorry?
He's happy to speak with us yeah?
Yes he's happy to speak to the police yes
Right I've got this updated on the running incident log,
somebody will be in contact with him very shortly on that
mobile number
Ok that's ... Can I just take your name please?
Yeah of course you can. My names Glyn, my collar
number is 70096.

LAVERY
Glyn that's lovely thanks very much.
OPERATOR Thank you
You're saying, you're saying shortly. How long's shortly?
LAVERY
OPERATOR It's gonna to be very quick. It's, this is a running FWIN still,
supervision are all over it. It's going to be very soon.
LAVERY
Ok that's brilliant thanks very much
OPERATOR Cheers bye
LAVERY
Bye bye
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